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Online Surf Magazine



Describing GET WASHED is simple: It is one of the most complete European online Surf Magazine with all possible Media 
Coverage about Surfing Sport like Surf Events, Surf News, interviews with pro Surfers and other important people of the Surf-
Scene, special Surf Reports, Articles about the Surf Manufactures and Industry, as well as Articles about Surfing Art, Music and 
many more. The icing on the cake is the wide content of numerous Photo and Video Galleries that invites observers to dream.
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Announcement and News Coverage of the most important Surf Contests and other Events around Surfing.  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-Surf Events-

https://getwashed.com/category/news/





Interviews with pro Surfers and other important people of the Surf-Scene  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-Interviews-



All kind of Surfing Guides like how to choose his Surfboard, facts that every Surf beginner should know, or top tips for Surf-Trips.
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-Special Surf Reports-





30 photo galleries, including 24 by Sylvain Cazenave, the pioneer of European Surf-Photography. 
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-Photo Galleries-

https://getwashed.com/sylvain-cazenaves-photo-galleries-2/




Video galleries that invites observers to dream. Including some with huge waves and breathtaking surfing spots.  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-Video Galleries-

http://www.apple.com/de/





GET WASHED is responsive and works flawlessly on any device.  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-Responsive Design-



With help of Search engine optimization (SEO) our audience is growing daily. SEO is the process of affecting the online visibility of a website or a web page in a 
web search engine’s results—often referred to as “natural”, “organic”, or “earned” results. SEO considers how search engines work, the computer programmed 
algorithms which dictate search engine behavior, what people search for, the actual search terms or keywords typed into search engines, and which search 
engines are preferred by their targeted audience. So we make possible that our Online Magazine rank optimally in the search engines and make possible to be 
reached faster by SurfingSport Fans.  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-Audience-



Three of our most important customers:





Quiksilver is an emblematic boardsports brand, founded by a group of surfing enthusiasts in Australia in 1969. True to a unique lifestyle, Quiksilver holds passion, 
authenticity and innovation to be fundamental values. The brand's identity is represented by its logo, a mountain inside a wave symbolizing its attachment to 
boardsports and its playgrounds, the sea and the slopes. Quiksilver products cover the whole range of sportswear, accessories and boardsports gear. Quiksilver is 
also intimately associated with the very best athletes and the biggest events in the history of boardsports.  

The brand is our customers since 2008 and are advertising continuously with us ever since.


Billabong International Limited is a surf company, primarily a clothing retailer that also produces accessories, like watches and backpacks and skateboard and 
snowboard products under other brand-names. Billabong was founded in the Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia in 1973 by Gordon Merchant. At first, he designed 
and created board shorts at his home and then sold them to local surf shops. . Billabong is our customers since 2010 and are regularly continuously with us ever 
since.


Vans®, a VF Corporation (NYSE: VFC) brand, is the original action sports footwear and apparel brand.  Vans collections include authentic footwear, apparel, 
accessories and snowboard boots that are sold globally in more than 170 countries through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and foreign offices. VF Outdoor, 
Inc. owns and operates more than 300 stores of the Vans brand in the United States and internationally, each offering a wide range of Vans footwear and apparel 
while communicating the brand and athletes' rich stories. The Vans brand promotes action sports lifestyle and youth culture through support of athletes on boards 
and bikes all over the globe and through progressive events such as the Vans Triple Crown of Surfing®, the Vans Downtown Showdown, the Vans Pool Party, the 
Vans Warped Tour® and the Vans US Open of Surfing. Vans is our customers since 2011 and are regularly continuously with us ever since. 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-Customers Satisfaction-






If you need more informations we are always at your disposal.

You can join uns via our Contact Form, but also Email and Telephone.


If you prefer via Email, just write to info@getwashed.com


You can also call us on  +49(0)152 - 33726653
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-Stay in Touch-

https://getwashed.com/contact/
mailto:info@getwashed.com?subject=Advertising%20on%20GET%20WASHED

